AWARDS and PRIZES
ECCV 2018 Everingham Prize

- Alan Smeaton, Wessel Kraaij, Paul Over, George Awad

  for a series of datasets and workshops since 2003 that have driven progress in large scale Video Retrieval.

- Changchang Wu

  for providing a well documented software library for Structure from Motion that has been used effortlessly by so many.
ECCV 2018 Koenderink Prize

Award Committee (Program Chairs of ECCV 2008)

- Andrew Zisserman, David Forsyth, Philip Torr

Prizes

- *Hamming Embedding and Weak Geometric Consistency for Large Scale Image Search*, by Herve Jegou, Matthijs Douze, Cordelia Schmid
- *Semi-supervised On-Line Boosting for Robust Tracking*, by Helmut Grabner, Christian Leistner, Horst Bischof
CONFERENCE AWARDS
ECCV 2018 Best Paper Awards

Awards Committee

Thomas Brox, Alexei Efros, Andrew Fitzgibbon, David Jacobs, Stefan Roth, Xiaoou Tang

Honorable Mention:

- *Group Normalization*, by Yuxin Wu, Kaiming He

ECCV 2018 Best Paper Awards

Award Committee

Thomas Brox, Alexei Efros, Andrew Fitzgibbon, David Jacobs, Stefan Roth, Xiaoou Tang

Best Paper Award:

*Implicit 3D Orientation Learning for 6D Object Detection from RGB Images*, by Martin Sundermeyer, Zoltan Marton, Maximilian Durner, Manuel Brucker, Rudolph Triebel